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Comment on ‘‘Relativistic correction of the generalized oscillator strength sum rules’’
S. M. Cohen* andP. T. Leung
Department of Physics, Portland State University, P.O. Box 751, Portland, Oregon 97207-0751
~Received 17 March 1998!
Romero and Aucar@Phys. Rev. A57, 2212 ~1998!# have found a vanishing result for the relativistic
correction to the dipole sum ruleDS1 for a one-electron system. They have given a result for the dipole sum
rule DS2 as well. We argue that these results are both incorrect and show explicitly that their approach yields
a nonvanishing result forDS1 . The corrected result is in agreement with that which we have obtained in a
recent paper, in which we present explicit expressions forDS1 , DS2 , and several other more general sum
rules.@S1050-2947~99!06805-5#
PACS number~s!: 31.30.Jv, 11.55.Hx
Romero and Aucar@1# have calculated various atomic
sum rules, and presented explicit results for the relativistic
dipole sum rules,S1 andS2 , for a one-electron system. They
find that
S15S1
NR , ~1!
thus concluding thatDS1 , the relativistic correction toS1 ,
vanishes. They also find
S25S2
NR2
\2
2m4c2
^aup4ua&. ~2!
The quantityDS1 has been calculated by a number of
authors with the consensus being that it is nonzero, so Eq.~1!
would be of considerable interest if it is correct. We will
show below that while Eq.~1! is formally correct, the quan-
tity which these authors denote asS1
NR is not the nonrelativ-
istic result. Instead, this quantity also contains precisely the
relativistic correction found by others@2,3#. We argue that
Eq. ~2! is incorrect as well, and refer the reader to our paper
@3# for these and other sum rule calculations.
In Ref. @1#, it is argued thatS1 may be derived fromS1(q)
in the limit of smallq, where
~\2q2/2m!S1~q!5S1
LL~q!1S1
LS~q!1S1
SL~q!1S1
SS~q!.
~3!
Expressions for each of the terms on the right-hand side of
this equation are given in Eqs.~8! of @1#. Romero and Aucar
find that for the dipole case,S1
LL1S1
LS1S1
SL5S1
NR , and then
conclude incorrectly thatDS150. To see thatDS1 is in fact
nonzero, we now show thatS1
NR , as defined in@1#, is not
equal to the result obtained using the Schro¨dinger states and
energies.
Inserting the lowest-order term in the expansion@4# of
K(p) into Eq. ~8a!, and using the replacements Eq.~12! of
@1#, S1
NR is obtained as
S1
NR5~2m/\2!(
a,m
$^aux@V1p2/2m#um&^muxua&
2^auxum&^mux@V1p2/2m#ua&%. ~4!
In @1#, the passage from Eq.~8a! to Eq.~14a! is done through
the use of the closure relation, Eq.~13!. Doing this in Eq.~4!,
above, immediately leads to
S1
NR5~1/\2!(
a
$^auxp2xua&2^aux2p2ua&%, ~5!
which yields the correct nonrelativistic result if the stateua&,
which is the large component of the Dirac spinor, is normal-
ized.
Unfortunately, only in the strict Schrodinger limit are the
large components normalized. As a consequence, Eq.~13! of
@1# is also only correct in this limit. For example, in the case
of a positive-energy-free Dirac electron, the large component
is
^r um&5
1
AV S Em1mc
2
2Em
D 1/2x6eipm•r /\, ~6!
with Em the energy, andpm the momentum of the electron in
the statem, andx1 (x2) is the two-component spinor with
spin up~down!. This is normalized only in the limit of infi-
nite mass. Since the calculations of@1# begin with the full
Dirac spinors, the full spinor normalizations~e.g., the quan-
tity precedingx in Eq. ~6! above, for the free electron case!
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will carry through the remainder of their paper. For finite
mass, there will, therefore, be corrections to the closure re-
lation, Eq.~13! of @1#, and care must also be taken to include
all corrections arising from the normalization in calculating
matrix elements such as those in Eq.~5!, above. Equation
~13! of @1# is correct only when used with terms that are
alreadyO(m22), the limit of accuracy of the present calcu-
lations. ForS1
NR , on the other hand, one is taking the matrix
element of an operator which isO(m0). Therefore,S1
NR can-
not be calculated by using the closure relation without cor-
rections, and we have not found a way to do this calculation
explicitly in the general case. We can, however, show that it
is not simply equal to the nonrelativistic result. In so doing,
we obtain a strong indication that our Eq.~4! leads to the
same relativistic correction as found by others@2,3#.
Our argument begins by noting that ifDS150 for arbi-
trary potential,V—as is claimed in@1#—then this result must
also hold in the specific case ofV50. In this case the sum
over statesum& in Eq. ~4! may be easily done. Inserting Eq.
~6! into Eq. ~4! above, the configuration space integrals lead
to Dirac delta functions. The sum is then immediate, and for
the one-particle case and statesua& having definite parity, we
obtain
DS152
5
6m2c2
^aup2ua&. ~7!
This result is precisely that obtained forarbitrary potentialV
using other approaches@2,3#. Thus we see thatDS1 is non-
zero and, at least in the free-electron limit, in agreement with
previous calculations. Furthermore, it may be shown that the
approach of Romero and Aucar leads to results for the Bethe
sum rule,S1(q), which are also in agreement with those
found by others@3,5#.
In the calculation ofS2 , Eqs.~16!–~18! of @1#, the same
error has been made. In writing Eq.~16a!, the closure rela-
tion has been mistakenly used, giving an incorrect form for
S2
NR . We have not calculatedS2
NR for the free particle case,
as we expect from our own results@3# that for V50, it will
be equal to the correct nonrelativistic result. For arbitrary
potentials, however, Eq.~18! will have additional relativistic
corrections ifS2
NR is calculated correctly@3#. Furthermore,
the use of the closure relation leading to the other terms in
Eqs. ~16! is correct toO(m22), only. As discussed above,
the use of this relation implies that higher-order contribu-
tions have been neglected. Therefore, the result given in Eq.
~18! of @1# neglects other terms of the same order as their
final result, explaining why it disagrees with the results we
have obtained in@3#.
Toward the end of their paper, Romero and Aucar con-
clude that the results for the Bethe sum ruleS1(q), given in
their Eq. ~11!, cannot be directly compared to the corre-
sponding results of Leung, Rustgi, and Long@5#, who calcu-
lated this quantity using a different approach. As is the case
for the dipole sum ruleS1 , for which direct comparisons to
other works have been made,S1(q) is a mathematically
well-defined object. It must, therefore, have a unique value,
irrespective of the approach taken to find it. As we have
stated above, it can be shown that the two approaches do
agree with each other.
It is also argued in Ref.@1# that, due to the relativistic
invariance of the nonrelativistic value forS1 ~it is equal toN,
the number of electrons!, one might expect that the relativ-
istic corrections to this result must be zero. However, when
calculatingS1 for the nonrelativistic case, use is made of the
Schrodinger Hamiltonian, which is not itself relativistically
invariant. There is no reason, therefore, to expect this result
to also be correct in the relativistic regime.
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